INTRODUCTION
Let Q be a bounded, strictly convex domain in the plane R 2 with smooth boundary SQ e C 2a , 0 < a < 1, and let ge C°(R 2 ) be a real fraction._We consider the following minimal surface problem for functions u e C 0 * 1 (Q) :
(V) j (1 -f |Vw| 2 ) 1/2 dx = Min., u=gon Ja.
If g satisfies the bounded slope condition on 3Q and is in the Sobolev space P^' 4 (O) for some q e ]2, oo[ or in the Hölder space C 2>a (Q), then it is known that there is a unique minimizing function ue »*•«(«) or M6C The usual interpolant I h g e S h oig is determined by
for each vertex xeTeT h .
Now the approximating functions u h e S h are defined by the finite problems
The function F(r\) : = (1 + |r)| 2 ) 1/2 is strictly convex on R 2 . Thus the existence of unique solutions of (K) follows from the continuity and coerciveness of the functional.
Johnson/Thomee [5] have shown for u e W 2 -2^) n ^'°°(Q) the rate of convergence (2) and the estimate IVMJU = 0(1).
Further for u e ^^(Q), q > 2, they derived, using a common duality argument, 
Recently this was obtained by Frehse [3] for the genera! variational problem, too : 
REMARKS : The methods applied in the proof also work with slight modifications for the genera! variational problem (7) under the assumptions of [3] . This will be of its own interest since the estimate (8) is somewhat hard to prove. For this problem the above L°°-estimate can be extended to higher dimensions n > 3, too. This will be carried out in a forthcoming paper.
Moreover, there is no difficulty to obtain analogously to [11] the order of pointwise convergence O (h m ) for the finite element approximation of a solution u e W"' 00 (Q) of (7) Further we use the abbreviations , i = 1,2, V 1 *; = Vv := grad t; ,
for the partial (generalized) derivatives, and c for a positive (generic) constant which is independent of the parameters h and p, defined below. Finally, we shall use the usual summation convention.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
First we introducé some notations and technical facts. The minimizing functions ue W 2 > q (Q) c C^Q), 2 < q < oo, of (V) and u h e S h of (V h ) necessarily satisfy the Euler équations 
Jo
Further by the result (3),
Since the a h ik are discontinuous we introducé the bilinear form 
From the boundedness of the derivatives of F ik it follows that Proof of Proposition (I) In order to make the outline of the proof clear we write its main steps as lemmas.
Set en: -u -m and let Eu: -heu -hu -m be its interpolant on QA. Observe that E h e SS.
First we estimate e h on Q -Q h :
The assumptions (T) and 3Q e C 2 imply
Thus, we conclude using u = g on 3Q, u h ~ I h g on Q -Q h and the estimate (13) Next, let z h e Q h be points with the properties In the following our main tooi will be a modification of the weighted norm technique by Nitsche [11] . With a real parameter 0 < p < p 0> which will be appropriately coupled with h below, we define the weight function 
Since the points z h and the corresponding disks B := B dh (z h ) will be fixed during the proof, we shall omit the index of a.
Obviously with constants independent of p |VCT| < c , |V 2 a| < ca" 1 < cp" 
with %B tne characteristic function of the disk B, and let G h h e S® be its Ritz projections defined by
With this setting we obtain by intégration by parts denoting 
The second term in (23) is the same that occurs in the case of linear problems (see [4] ). The modified interpolate of w, defined by ï h u := on Q.,
obviously satisfies î h u -u h e 5j. Hence, we find using (21) (2) Using the estimate (19), we get for p Finally, combination of Lemma 3 and Lemma 1 complètes the proof of proposition (I).
\a(e h , G h -G" h )\ = \a(u -î h u, G" -G*)|

Jn-n By Lemma A4 (notice (15)) and Lemma A2(a) (with £ = 0, p > c 3 h) it follows in the same way as in (25) with
Proof of Proposition (II)
The proof of Proposition (II) makes use of the estimate (I) for the given q > 2 (e h : = u -u h ) :
Let Proof. We shall prove (b). The proof of (a) is similar.
Let T e T h be any triangle with T c Q h and let % e T be the center of the inscribed circle with radius c 1 h (assumption (T)). The boundary dQ is of class C 2 and hence satisfies a strong cone condition. The corresponding spherical cone K := K(t" x) <= B(^, t) with vertex ^, opening \L K \ and height
